Central Safety Committee Meeting
March 20, 2018
Maintenance Office
Present: Dawn Camera, Rob Bonner, June Castor, Ramona McCallister, Leland Bliss
Not present: Michelle Jonas, Michelle Saavedra
1.0
Meeting called to order at 2:30
2.0 Old Business
Incidents:
Slipped and fell at maintenance in back taking out trash. Added cinders out back. Leland said that they
are reluctant to pick them up yet, just in case it gets slick again. Dawn said that there are still some on
sidewalk at DO.
At Crooked River, there are some places in parking lot with some icy spots.
Transportation—slip and trip. Someone who didn’t have yak tracks. They are going to buy some for
anyone who didn’t have them.
Fall —no site filled out. Twisted knee from slipped on ice and snow.
Puncture wound on hand at high school. Teacher cleaning after class, and punctured hand with needle
tool that was left face up.
3.0 New Business
Safety concerns:
Dawn had a questions about power strips. She said that with the motion sensor power strips, the
computers shut down if not enough movement. Someone bought some power strips themselves from
Amazon and installed them as well. Dawn questioned whether Ok to do this?
Leland said its ok to buy their own, but he said that he recommended they not do install them. When
they start to discolor, they are not effective.
Inspection forms due May 10. Bonner put in a work order for cables on bike rack in front of the high
school.
Bonner said that the batting cage needs a new piece of plywood to protect the batting device. He will
submit a work order. Leland asked whether the netting was repaired yet.
Ramona said that parents are parking earlier and earlier in front of school. They fill in the circle, and
disability buses have a hard time getting in there to pick up students. The buses sometimes have to pull
into the disability area to load students.

Leland said that he thinks that the district is having a meeting on April 5 to address safety concerns.
Leland recommended schools having someone at front doors of each school.
Some recommendations for safety:
Improving glass (like shatter-proof) at places of concern. Have people trained and creating a time barrier
between incidents and classrooms.
Fencing improvements. Radios district wide by mid-April. Automated gates.
Doors—looking at removing double door locks, so no one can chain doors shut.
Increase skills each year. These are being noted, and may need to be increased. Bonner asked whether
they might adopt some procedures that would require a pause (Such as a smoke alarm going off), and
look for smoke first.
Emergency response kit for each classroom, in case of lockdowns.
Second SRO—probably middle school and elementary.
4.0 Meeting adjourned at 3:45. Next meeting April 17 at 2:30 at Maintenance.
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